### Washing Symbols
**General**
- Machine wash
- Hand wash
- Do not wash
- Dry clean only
- Do not dry clean

**Temperature**
- Wash cold: On temperatures between 65 and 85°F
- Wash warm: On temperatures at max. 105°F
- Wash hot: On temperatures at max. 120°F

**Machine Cycles**
- Normal cycle
- Permanent press cycle
- Delicate / gentle cycle

### Drying Symbols
**General**
- Tumble drying allowed
- Do not tumble dry
- Hang to dry
- Dry flat
- Do not wring

**Temperature**
- Any heat
- Low heat
- Medium heat
- High heat
- No heat / air

**Tumble Dry Cycles**
- Normal cycle
- Permanent press cycle
- Delicate / gentle cycle

### Bleaching Symbols
- Bleaching allowed
- Do not bleach
- Use non-chlorine bleach

### Ironing Symbols
- Iron low
- Iron medium
- Iron high
- Do not iron
- No steam added to iron
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